OHIO STREAM PRESERVATION
Sign and Stake Placement Procedures

SIGNS AND STAKES
The boundaries of each and every conservation easement held by Ohio Stream Preservation ("OSP") are identified with boundary markers. These markers consist of small aluminum tree signs and brown stakes.

EXAMPLES OF MARKERS
Tree Sign
Stakes

These markers are permanent and are to be left alone in perpetuity. Occasionally we notice signs disappear and must replace them.

PLACEMENT PROCEDURES
Boundary markers are typically set so that they are visible from one stake to another, or approximately 70 feet.

To minimize appearance, the brown markers are set so the flat side is parallel to the line of sight from the residence.

Normally staking is performed by two people but depending on the accessibility of the easement area, a third person may be required.

WHO WE ARE
OSP is the organization that monitors, in perpetuity, conservation easement areas throughout Ohio. For more information or to contact us, visit www.ohiostream.org.